Dear Sirs,

I am concerned about development at the Sacred Burial and Archeological Site at Glen Cove.

This IS documented California History! We have a rare treasure right in our back yard dating back to the time of the pyramids!

The land was made a loving gift to the ancestors, much as present day cemeteries are consecrated. Not only are Native Americans from several tribes there, but when White Settlers wouldn't let other immigrants be buried in their cemeteries the Indians welcomed them to rest at the Sacred Site as well.

We have a rare opportunity here to step up and make a difference that will enrich generations to come by setting aside this small piece of land to keep it in a natural state so that those who wish to give it the reverence it deserves can come and offer prayers or just to meditate.

It would be so disappointing to see this site desecrated, paved over, or turned into a tourist trap.

Respectfully,

Carla Gallagher

cc: Vallejo City Council
    Vallejo Times Herald
    Solano Peace and Justice
    Vallejo Intertribal Council